
 

REGULATION 

The Lyon / Venice is a rally walk, discovery and pleasure of living, on open road, without stopwatch, notion of 
speed or classification, of 4 daily stages, through France, Switzerland, Italy, in strict compliance with the Code 
of the Road and the speed limits of each of these 3 countries. 
This rally, which will then take place every 2 years, is reserved for pilots of good company. 
The organizers are the sole judges of accepting or rejecting a crew. 
The organizers will not take any complaints. On the other hand, they will listen with great attention to your 
remarks, suggestions and criticisms.. 

Entry fees (see registration form) include, for a crew of 2 people and a car: 
-The costs of organization, supervision, supply of all rally documents - Maps, road-book, administrative 
documents. 
-The insurance costs covering the event, ie Organizer Civil Liability covering the organization, the vehicles 
entered, their driver and co-driver. Each vehicle entered must itself be insured to travel in France, 
Switzerland and Italy, in accordance with the obligation to insure any motor vehicle traveling in these 3 
countries. 
-Assistance costs including breakdown assistance and possible transport of any broken down or damaged car 
to the nearest garage. This is subject to the availability of places on our sweeper truck, as well as the available 
time of our 2 mechanics who will do their best. If a vehicle cannot be repaired on site, it is the "Assistance-
Repatriation" clause of the insurance company of the car concerned which will take over for the return home. 
If our car transporter is full, the driver of the broken down vehicle will have to call an outside recovery truck, 
at his or her own expense. 
-Accommodation and meal costs over 5 nights of hotel and breakfast, 4 lunches, 4 dinners, and 1 gala dinner / 
masked ball. Excluded from these costs are all personal consumption taken in hotels, restaurants, bars, 
parking costs, tolls and fuel. 

CATEGORIES (year of vehicle construction) 

  - Historic BC (before Christ) for any brave set off in a car built before 1950. 
   - Historic 1 ➡ Year 1950/59 
   - Historic 2 ➡ Year 60/69 
   - Historic 3 ➡Year 70/79 
   - Historic 4 ➡ Year 80/89 

               - Historic 5 ➡ Year 90/99 

               - Prestige ➡ Some exceptional cars from the 2000s to today.

From Monday 9 to Thursday 12 May 2022



PROGRAMME 
Sunday 8 May afternoon in Lyon ➡ Technical and administrative checks (driving license, registration 
card, insurance, vehicle examination) Installation of stickers, delivery of road-books and cards, 

some gifts. Briefing, like every evening thereafter, at 8:00 p.m., followed by dinner at 8:30 p.m. 
           Monday 9 / Thursday 12 May ➡ 4 daily stages, with lunch stop, evening hotel, briefing and dinner,  
            as announced.            
           Thursday May 12 at 9:30 p.m. ➡ Gala dinner and « Bal Masqué » in Venice. 

AUTHORIZED NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS 
Anyone you want ... To have fun following our road-book, which strives to be clear and visual, the 
minimum necessary is a trip odometer (km or miles) with reset. If the one in your old car is fanciful  a 
GPS or several apps on your phone will do. 

YOUR ONLY TIME CONSTRAINT 
Each morning, for the benefit of all, you will have to leave the rally hotel at your time, indicated on your 
roadmap. Departures will be staggered from minute to minute so as not to obstruct traffic. 
Then you will stop for as long as you want at our lunch stop. And meet in the evening for our short pre- 

             dinner briefing at 8:00 p.m. 
             If you do not wish to participate in a stage or a half stage, notify the organization so that it 
             don't look for you unnecessarily. 

PENALTIES INCURRED 
- Dangerous or unsportsmanlike driving: From warning to exclusion. 
- Failure to comply with the Highway Code or speed limits: From warning to disqualification test.  
- Absence of a crew member, or replacement by another person during the event: No penalty. 

ALLOCATION OF NUMBERS 
The 1st registered crew will receive the N ° 1. The others will be numbered according to the order of age 
of their car, starting with the oldest. 

TROPHY LYON / VENICE 
The 1st Lyon / Venice Trophy will be awarded to the crew of the oldest vehicle having traveled our entire 
route to reach Venice… before the Prize Giving on Thursday evening! In the event of a tie, a draw will be 
held in the presence of the interested parties. 
             Each crew will receive an old-fashioned enamel plaque. 

Good luck everyone, and may the Gods of Travel be with you.


